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	With over 500 million users worldwide, Microsoft’s PowerPoint software has become the ubiquitous tool for nearly all forms of public presentation?in schools, government agencies, the military, and, of course, offices everywhere. In this revealing and powerfully argued book, author Franck Frommer shows us that PowerPoint’s celebrated ease and efficiency actually mask a profoundly disturbing but little-understood transformation in human communication.

	

	Using fascinating examples (including the most famous PowerPoint presentation of all: Colin Powell’s indictment of Iraq before the United Nations), Frommer systematically deconstructs the slides, bulleted lists, and flashy graphics we all now take for granted. He shows how PowerPoint has promoted a new, slippery ?grammar,” where faulty causality, sloppy logic, decontextualized data, and seductive showmanship have replaced the traditional tools of persuasion and argument.

	

	How PowerPoint Makes You Stupid includes a fascinating mini-history of PowerPoint’s emergence, as well as a sobering and surprising account of its reach into the most unsuspecting nooks of work, life, and education. For anyone concerned with the corruption of language, the dumbing-down of society, or the unchecked expansion of ?efficiency” in our culture, here is a book that will become a rallying cry for turning the tide.
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The Elegant Warrior: How To Win Life's Trials Without Losing YourselfPage Two, 2019

	"... contains plenty of valuable, adaptable life lessons to help readers through tricky situations... a template for achieving personal and career goals." 

	Publishers Weekly

	

	Can you win life's battles without losing yourself?

	

	Life is full of trials, and sometimes you...
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Introduction to Artificial Neural SystemsWest Publishing Company, 1992
The recent resurgence of interest in neural networks has its roots in the recognition that the brain performs computations in a different manner than do conventional digital computers. Computers are extremely fast and precise at executing sequences of instructions that have been formulated for them. A human information processing system is composed...
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Electrochemistry in Nonaqueous SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Nonaqueous solutions are equally indispensable to electrochemistry. Here, Kosuke Izutsu brilliantly illustrates the numerous aspects of this fascinating topic, whether the focus be on physicochemical processes or analytical methods.
    
    The author discusses solvation and solvent effects emphasizing dynamic aspects, important...
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Bioinformatics: Converting Data to Knowledge, Workshop SummaryNational Academy Press, 2002
In 1993 the National Research Council’s Board on Biology established a series of forums on biotechnology. The purpose of the discussions is to foster open communication among scientists, administrators, policy-makers, and others engaged in biotechnology research, development, and commercialization. The neutral setting offered by the National...
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Understanding Voice over IP Security (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2006

	VoIP is poised to take over from the century-old public switched telephone network (PSTN). But VoIP telephony does not enjoy the same privacy as the old PSTN. This is because PSTN phone calls were based on establishing a “closed circuit” between the two parties, while VoIP phone calls send packets through the Internet, which...
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jQuery UI 1.8: The User Interface Library for jQueryPackt Publishing, 2011

	Modern web application user interface design requires rapid development and proven results. jQuery UI, a trusted suite of official plugins for the jQuery JavaScript library, gives you a solid platform on which you can build rich and engaging interfaces with maximum compatibility, stability, and a minimum of time and effort.
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